### Time Table

**Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern Railroad**

The time tables shown herein are arranged and published for the convenience of the public. It is our aim to operate on the schedules shown, but weather interference and other unforeseen difficulties do not always make this possible, and while every effort will be made to adhere to the schedules the company cannot guarantee the schedules, connections, etc., and reserves the right to vary therefrom as circumstances may require.

### IMPORTANT NOTICE

This Company has Free Store Door Pick-Up and Delivery Service on all less than carload shipments when routed in connection with our line. A telephone call to our Local Agent will bring one of our trucks to your door who will handle your shipments promptly from and to our stations. Shippers or receivers of freight who haul their own shipments will, at the end of every thirty day period upon receipt of a statement from them covering this amount, be entitled to an allowance of 5 cents per hundred pounds which will be paid not later than the twentieth of the following month.

We have through rates with practically all lines and are in position to furnish fast reliable service.

We have daily merchandise car from Chicago via C. & N. W. Ry. which provides following day delivery to stations on W. C. F. & N. R. R.

Request your freight shipments routed in connection with our line and receive the benefits of this free service.

For full information call our Agents or address the undersigned.

S. W. HANSEN, Traffic Manager,
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Bus and Street Car Service
BETWEEN
Waterloo and Cedar Falls....

Frequent Service is provided between the above points from 5:30 a.m. until 1:00 a.m.